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(Transcribed August 28, 1979 5:10-6:15 pm)

the television network
/a~ we began to clash head to head and very directly.

that point as if Paley and Stanton were walkingAnd it seemed to me at

away and they were not furnishing the support as they had when Lou Cowan

or Merle Jones or Jack Van Volkenburg were running the television network.

And it became more difficult. In the meantime Irv Gitlin, who had been

a very useful person in our Public Affairs Department finally decided that.,.
he'd accept an offer from NBC and go over to NBC. Petty soon Bob Kintner•
at NBC (~qg bgrks) had taken Elmer Lower away, and in the process ~here

was beginning to be an erosion of staff. Huntley and Brinkley were ahead

in the ratings and it became more and more difficult to be able to get

support from the management. As a consequence we got to the position where

. ,It wasn t much fun to keep on going. In the meantime with the ratings going

into a slump __ Huntley and Brinkley were really taking hold and it was very
I was sure

difficult to try to determine what to do about Huntley-Brinkley.

h b With all the charm he has
t at we couldn't win with Doug Edwards ecause
and the intelligence and the ability, at the same time he wasn't an abrasive

h Personality, not dominating
enough personality, not a commanding enoug

enough the ratings leadership back.
So I started making moves to

to &et

change
to get cronkite into the job

and I thought I was all set once
ot

1960
but Aubrey vetoed it because he had some

have been June ,
"

make a

-- this would I didn't want his candidates
other candidates that he wanted to put into it.

i Candidates and I didn't think we
because I thought they were shOW bus ness

Could live with th~
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Heighton: Who are they?

Mickelson: Well one is the
.r::

__ EM; al

county commissioner in Los Angeles County

(~.

of former Senator SChwel~~nbac~ (.,?) from
~Al(r[~

the name he now uses is ~ ~) Ward
c..1..!t1&'

He was one of them. I th~erts who does some work

now, a son

Washington. His name

in Los Angeles waS another one, and Mike Wallace was a third that Aubrey

would have lik~ to have had. And I didn't really feel that anyone of

them would have filled the bill for what we wanted. I wanted Cronkite
•

to do i~ ~e got into this lengthy negotiation, and nothing happened-'on that. The corporation apparently got disturbed about the whole thing

and I was hailed into Stanton's office one day. [He] said, "In order

to ease your problems for you we're setting up a News Committee, and

Dick Salant will" be the chairman of the News Committee." I said, "Does

that
" And he said, "Yes." "Well that,"

mean that I work through Salant?
I said,"is totally unacceptable as far as I'm concerned. Everything has

been going well so far, but that won't work out SO I better start finding
som thi And d I mildly about it which indicatede ng else to do." he argue on y

th t
(h In the meantime Time .y Life

a there was some dissati5r~Gtion t ere•.
had been asking me about coming on over. They had a couple of things in

mind they were interested in. And then I had an approach to become the
head f h i ironic in the fact that I later did

o Radio Free Europe, whic s
it. It was only Radio Free Europe, not that and Radio Liberty. And that
i 1 ~ --\ d Archie Alexander and SO forth, and they
nvo ved CIA, Allen Dulles, an

'- .» And I said, "No
asked me whether I'd mind if.they talked to Frank Stanton.

not a bit."
to take it, which means that I

So Frank then encour!1-sed me
...'
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might as well fin~ something else to do. So I dec~ded in the meantime

that I didn't want the Free Europe job because it would have meant

living in Munich at that point and .it would have been complicated and

with all the changes occurring I didn'·t think that was right. But Time

had an idea that they were generating a lot of profits overseas, that

anything - any profits overseas brought back would have to be charged
.,

to large capital gains taxes, corporate profits taxes. And so as a

consequence they'd like to reinvest that money and they had begun to

see that television was a very interesting business. They thought they

had a couple of chances to get into it, so they'wanted to know if they couldn't

find somebody who could help Time, Inc. get itself involved in some foreign

investments, using up some of those profits being generated and would I

come in and do it? Well, the fact is that it sounded rather attractive

and getting out of a situation which was then getting increasingly

complicated. 'It1Y'1:1,g afe&tItime.--·-l'lt"lling SR~& t;!l --,.in the meantime RFE

had asked ab~ut the other job and Stanton knew that I was leaving sO

that you know it was very simple just to say ah, goodbye there and then.

Heighton: Before we move over to Time, Inc. let me ask you about the truth

or the falsity of the reports that you served as a li~on between CBS and

the CIA.
Mickelson: Oh, that's gotten a lot of publicity and you can't call it li~son

bee ' Wh·at the story is that in the middle, or the
ause it wasn t really that.

h real Cold War, the CIA under the
early to middle 1950s during the period of t e
sUpervision direction of Allen Dulles was working fairly closely with

.I

Arne
. i terms of anything surreptitious, not

rican __ major American media, not n

---- .~._-
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in terms of spying or anything of the sort, but exchanges of information

and that kind of thing. I discovered after a trip to Sweden that a

stringer who was working for us in Sweden was at the same time a fulltime

employee of CIA. We discontinued using him but at the same time I was

asked if the CIA could buy film and if

correspondents were coming back and if

of thing. Would I tip them off on any

they could find out from me when
. l/j it" ;{(J((fjP

they mi~~·-tJ1em and that kind

interesting film! And I didn't

see anything wrong with that at all sO that I ~ad regular contact with the

CIA on that basis. In addition to that once a year when our foreign

correspondents came in from Europe, Allen Dulles invited us all to come

down to Washington and have dinner either at his home or at the Alibi Club

~hich is a favorite club of his. So we had a delightful dinn~r, excellent

food, superb wines, and conversation to match. And the conversation 1

think was probably was even more useful to uS than it was to them, be-

cause there were nO confidentialities exchanged at all. It was just a

matter of background. And I think that was all to our advantage to know

what the CIA.peop1e were thinking because their knowledge of things around

the world was pretty good. On one occasion I was told by one of ourA ~
.45 ~r."IP,~It r;~,."

correspondents that one of our stringers•ev ~~~~~~ ;r-~I.L
I~ 7#1 ~/,Llct tPp JI-4f)/l IAJ71 ~
f)AJ7.

!nd of Reel 3. Side 2.
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Reel 4! Side I (7) (Transcribed 8/29/79 - 5:00-5:10
and 9/1/79 - 5:35-7:40 p.m.)

p.m.,

Mickelson:
7/'111 I W~... 74t.~

(~"'IIa)prior to going down to Washington

for the meeting with Allen Dulles. One of our correspondents raised the

question as to whether I knew that our stringer in Cairo, Egypt, who~d

had quite a bit of work recently was actually a full time staff member of

the Office of Naval Intelligence. I hadn't heard any rumors to that ef-

fect but when I was sitting next to Allen Dulles at dinner subsequently

later that same week, I raised the question with him. He said he didn't

know anything about it and he'd check it out.
,
He called back a couple of

weeks later and said, "Your man doesn I t work for ONI. He works for us."

Well we agreed right then that Frank Kearns -"), the person in question,

would have to make his decision whether he wanted to work for us or for

them. He eventually made the decision to go with us. I gave him a con-

tract as a correspondent and I'm convinced that he did sever all his ties

with CIA at that time. And I think that illustrates the most important

POint in those whole relationship[sl and that is that cooperation with an

agency of the government, whether it be the State Department or the

Treasury Department or OSHA +--(1'!'~D1I.R'&\ rt oller spn J !teAt or anything

1 t ho is working for an in-e se is one thing, but you can't have a repor er w
t IIi ti e During the period of thee gence agency and for you at the same m.
C t Of the United States wasold War I think cooperating with the governmen

nothing W
rong with it, ~ I think it I S abso >satisfactory -- I see

agency worked only forimperati~e that anybody who worked for a news

quite

futely
a n i<l or,"lovernmen,t interest.ews agency and not for any outS • . •
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Heighton: Would I assume the CIA had similar relationships with the other

networks and other newsgathering organizations?

Mickelson: I have no way of knowing, no evidence whatsoever. Now there is

one possibility and that -- and I'm sure it still goes on -- that if some

b1' story breaks out in a portion of the world, some remote center of the

world where a news agency does not have its own correspondents and is so

far remote that it's impossible to get a correspondent in or even a major

stringer in, that they reach for anybody in the community who may be able

to report and it may be that some persons who are there will get on for a•.
couple of broadcasts who may be there primarily for the CIA. I don't think

you Can avoid that, but any news agency which is in any way self respecting

will within a very short time have its own trusted personnel in to take

over, so I don't think there's any damage done.

Heighton: When you we", t to Time, Incorporated, in 1961 what were the first

projects you tackled?

Mickelson: Well, Time had been asking me to come over for sometime and the

reason was that Time had been generating quite a lot of revenue overseas.
Th ki a 10t of money, their in-eir international editions of ~ were ma ng
t were making quite a bit, the Books Divisionernational editions of ~

Time had set up a company GJ
j)/~ A it

co~pany, Piater de ~
was beginning to yield some substantial returns.

in Holland and through the lawyer who set up the
(~) might be possible -- the time might be
.-rI'< , they had a feeling that it

into sorne kind of a commercial broadcast operation inripe for moving

1I011and, so that this was really the first priority when I got there. They
f t on the groundwa t after getting my een ed me to get to Holland fairly soon . ..
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and understanding the company and getting over there to see what the sit-

uation was and follow through as rapidly as possible. Well, I went and

found out it wasn't nearly as favorable as they apparently thought it was.

that Holland is a much more complicated country than they had assumed and

that there were many tensions involved with any move toward commercial

television. Also, that the group of businessmen whom they thought they

able to join in were not quite as enthusiastic about having Time
~AJ.

in it as Time~originally thought. Now that didn't mean that we

backed out of it. We did stay active looking 1nto Holland for another four

would be

involved

or five years until a basic change was made in the Dutch communications

law. And, as a matter of fact, we got to the point where partly because of

the groups we were involved in the Dutch government fell as a result of its

television pol~cy. But the revision of the television policy more or' less

screened us out. so that was finished. In~e meantim~. ~~J.di~I,~o;~e~~oJl~-r.:\-""e... (uLt/ /; IV - /l/f-d .... r .

publisher friends in Germany, publishers of ,fl) St. t·

r

Ir (?)
A

t:£J:H :47) who were interested in television in Germany and we decided the

best way to approach that was to set up a small film production company and

have a unit,in being in the event that they

television license. So we set up a company

might eventually get a regional
[Ju If~£1-I; {k[called '

(~cle~1: 'fJ.;- which existed for I guess at least ten years and was moder-

ately successful.
The first real investment we ~de came in Lebanon.

The

Leb been losing money but primarily because it
anese television station had

lacked a big powerful transmitter on a high mountain top and they wanted to
f d. f --'8h enough capital to put up this
ind sOlDe inves tor who' d come in ~ ur;...... •

h And I guess a number of American
igb-powered high-mountain trsns~tter.
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companies were asked. The American government was very interested in hav-

ing American interests involved because they recognized the fact the French

government was seriously involved and they wanted to maintain some American

interests. We finally took the risk and went on in. It was an interesting

opportunity. We sent an American broadcaster from Denver ~, Clayton

Brace, over to operate as our representative at the station. When he came
/0

out, he incidentally went to San Diego as General Manager of Channel !.C,

San Diego, now KGTV. It was not very satisfactory, however, because the

station almost, you might say, had built in requirements to lose money.

There 'was a certain type of inefficiency built into it which it was almost

totally impossible
C;o

(1) _ }n,iPlet€) they

I
We had at the end of the year i..l·~7to overcome.

needed another couple of million Lebanese francs,

I; b They came to us and asked us to take our thirty.e anese pounds of capital.

percent share or whatever it was. The French government was not nominally

an investor in it, but we found out that the nine French companies who ~

investors were responsible to the French government. So that we went along

d stood up in the line and paid our share,once with an i~ease~n capital an
b (, ~ ~ a loss we said, "We're not doing it any-ut the next me ~-continued to be

more. This time we are not going to put up any additional capital. You're

'. • we're going to in-going to have to r~vise the whole method of operat10n,

sist on ef ficiencies. "
, anybody to agree to these ef-Well, we 'couldn t get

ficiencies.
finally it got to the pointThey continued to lose money, so

Where they needed another infusion of capital.
I went out to Beirut and sat

as I possibly could be, but
in on the board meetings and was as cooperative

h sale of our interest inwhil I ls negotiating for t ee was there we were a 0
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the c?mp,~ny.•c lf~l1, bef~re. I left we had)1. gooj,sellj.p.llnibb1-e from
,/.. ...,>I-!r-!!'<' -1 0;' ,rtU(-<1.1~1' /,4 #;:,'5 '>1(£11<.1 .

-HaSh:l:ka: ..(~:wlrtch is a· / ~} ~soul1ds '11ke Mr=:~) of

Kuwait a d b i f hI . tL'O~/~((! o!JV ~n y a ser es 0 mac Lnat.aonswent up to London and ~-a code "'"I.

got word from New York that a price was acceptable, sent it back in code

to Beirut. We made the deal and that took us out of Lebanon. But in the

meantime we'd made investments in South America, in Argentina, Brazil, and

Venezuela, almost in Peru but not quite. We got a film production company

started in Sweden largely on the same basis as Germany, with Philips ~)

of Sweden as our partner, but that also blew up at the last minute because

we ran into some political governmental opposition that would have(Min Australia .. Newcastle and the

stopped

that company from functioning. We were

one I~aIIY enjoyed most was Hong Kong. We had a chance to get ten per-

cent ~ an application for a license at HOn~KOng. And there -- they had

"enought confidence in us so I could be the Chairman of thp non-Hong ~a~~

investment group and we were in a position where our engineers who had made

their propagation studies deciding what kind of antennas to use, what kind

of transmitters, where to place them, and all that. We looked for property

and designed the building, desi~the equipment, ordered the equipment,

and set prices and the like. And I had hired the first manag~~ ~ for

the company. So that one was a great success and is still a spectacular

success f~om the financial point of view, and I think artistically it is.

Heighton: In most of those countries were you interested in acquiring sta-

tions or building stations or were you more involved in program production,

or both?
Mlck~Bon: Well I think the idea originally was to take participation in
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stations, minority participation. We never wanted the majority because we

realized that the whole business of programming for television is too sen-

sitive to justify a non-national of the country involved having real con-

trol. We thought we had two things to offe~: we had capital and we had
S:o

management know-how. ~l::::i!?tt~) we offered the capital and the

management know-how but "You're in charge of the programs. We'll help you

with it. We'll give you certain guidelines, but ,we will not make the pro-

gram decisions." Usually when we went into a program production company
~

we did it with the thought that we might have some means of takin?\equity

position in a broadcasting company at some later point.

Heighton: Bes~des your involvement in investments for Time, Incorporated,

what other sorts of activities did you do for that company?

Mickelson: Well, I did quite a lot of programming. When I first started

out ~ they had the idea that I could divide my time between this foreign

travel and investment business and programming for television. And they

thought particularly that "The March of Time" would make a good program

series. While I did spend some time on it, I didn't have enough available

time to be able to devote as .~~h effort to it as I'd wished. But I don't

think it would have done much good,because "The March of Time" by that time

was seriously dated. It had been done primarily before the War, in other

1930s and during the first part of the War, revivedwords during the late

afterward but not with any I also discovered that, oh I'd

say a third of it was shot

great success.
by "March of Time" production crews who were

btl t's say about a third ofvery good indeed in using modern techniques, U e
i d another third of it

it was bought from the exist,iUi newsreel compan es an
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(Transcribed September 2, 1979 - 5:20-8:00 p.m.)

was dramatic re-creations -- so that there wasn't really very much to which

we had rights and which at the same time was real actuality film shooting

so there wasn't much left over. We tried one test to see whether we

could use some of that footage. Cabot Lodge, who in the meantime had left

as the Ambassador to the UN who was on the Time staff where he'd worked

years earlier, seemedto be a logical person to be a narrator because he re-

membered some of these episodes as a member of the Senate Foreign RelatioBs

Committee. But the trouble is that whenever he came on :the show stopped,

and when the film came on it picked up again •. It just simply did not work.

S~ in· the meantime I had to go overseas too much anyway to doctor it any

further, But we kept on playing with it. We had this German film produc-

tion company and we planted ~ certain .Ldeas there and thought we might

bring something back. They were a little stubborn about being flexible to

our ideas. In fact, it had to be done in the Teutonic way or it wouldn't

work and that didn't always fit American desires. In the meantime I'd been

d b h r d been requests to see whatun er some __ I can't say pressure -- ut t ere
cW-

dl king d;e examination ofwe could do, so I started sort of haphazar Y rna

h . that could be converted into television film.
W at Time, Incorporate~
W 11 it was pretty difficult to sell a syndicatede , generally at that time

of "I Love Lucy" to American televis-product except game shows and reruns
i not been pried loose yet as -- for the
on. The 7:30 to 8 o'clock hour.had

"F d i get an internationalamily Hour" and I thought what we'd have to 0 s
tarted looking for material

cOnstituency to support anything we did, so we s
i Well, what goes internationa.llY? MusiC

W th an international language.
i ~ or the Time·Life Books

does, art does, nature, science. Life Magaz ne .
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Division had just produced the Life Nature Library and the Life Science Li-

brary. So there were a couple of people around, one of them ex-"March of

Time" who was available on sort of an ad hoc basis, so we went to work to'

see ....hat we could do with those two and decided there was a first class

series, and we didn't think we could sell it to start in this country --

we didn't have enough money to pay expenses -- so we started in Europe with

it. We put together a European program committee to work with us and start-

ed to get commitments from European countries together -- enough money to

justify going into production. At that time, working this way we were sure
•

we couldn't get the American networks, and there were no syndication organ-

iaztions, so we got NET, the predecessor of the PBS, on our side to build up

a lit tIe money for it. So then with NET in this country it was easier to go

back to Europe again and get stronger support because they didn' t feel they

were allied with these money-grubbing American networks which is wh~t· they, ,'.\Ad")
V'-" "'/1..- ...·

r~gaJded the American networks as being. So ~ventually we got the '~
IF- ,~!t/( /~Y"l'l d d L I think at the',O'~~ (~) series off the groun an go ng.

. I 7 it was probably seen
tlme -_ it was on the air in the late 60s, ear y Oil--
, to that time, and I'm sure
In more countries than any television program ~p
it' So that is the one successful venture.

s paid off handsomely ever since.

I tried some other ones.
L'f' pictures, if we could

I had a feeling that ~ s
d 've motion to them, we

find a way to animate the Life picture files an g~
its which could be sold for in-

might do three-and-a-half to four-minute un
on the local scene, but we

clusion within hour television news broadcasts
d the job -- to really make it

Could never bring enough people together to 0
. b '. successful.

.,workalthough I still thiolt that l<0U.1.d have een
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H e~hton: Did you spend much of your nine years at Time, Incorporated,

traveling around the world?

Mickelson: A lot of it was tr~veling. I was doing more than one hundred

thousand miles a year. I remember, for example, one three or four months'

period 1:went to France and Italy in February, came back by way of Cologne,

Germany, got back to ~ew York, spent a weekend here, went to Australia and.....-
New Zealand, got back to New York, spent a couple of week~!here, and went

to Japan, Hong Kong, Syoney, Perth, Singapore, Bangkok, Athens, Rome, Bonn,

Amsterdam, London, back here, and then anothet month or two later was on

the way back to Europe again. So that.•.
Heighton: I'm surprised you ever recovered from the jet lag. (Both laugh)

Mickelson: N0, _ ~) you don't have much jet lag. You

don't have time for it •
Heighton: In negotiating Time's acquisition of television properties in

all these different countries what sort of problems did you encounter with

the governments?
Mickelson: Well, I think in Western Europe, for example, the BBC theory

still prevails. In other words, the BBC has set down the theory that com-
or less beyond the pale J4AVb

mercial broadcasting is something which is more

h 1 d And I think that generally
were commercials should be tightly control e •

European-countries, and they didn't
was felt to be the theory in the Western

1. ~o much pressure for the sale of
want to go all ou~commercial. There was

S dinavia all European coun-
advertising time that all Europe~, except can e '

i 1 but rigidly controlled. Also
tries had pe~tted s~ ssle of c0Gm8rc a s
I think any point willing to permit private companies tothey were not at ..
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intrude into television which they regarded as a business for public corpo-

rations but not for privately owned corporations. So, looking at it in

retrospect, I don't think there was muchof any chance there. N"owelse-

where in the world there was not the degree of puolic capital available,

public monies available -- governmental monies available. Theyneeded to

have private enterprise. In South America, for example, the governments

there were not particularly opposed at the time wewent in to permitting

private enterprise to develop these broadcast enterprises. There were re-

8ttictions on currency, for example, bringing c;urrency in and out, and

whereyou placed your investments and the like, and tariffs on the importa-

tion of eqaipment• But generally I think they were sO interested in get-

ting some kind of television organization g~ing that they were willing to

- over-looka lot of the other restrictions. In Australia we were caught in

.... l' governmentwouldn't permit us
LWO ways. In the first place, the Austra ran

t h ther hand the U. S. government
a own more than fifteen percent, but on teo

wouldtax us exorbitantly if we
didn't have the minimumof fifteen percent,

level, sO I finally negotiated
so we had to get to fifteen and right on the

I in this country, Rupert
a deal With a name which has since becomepopu ar

to bUyabout five or six per-
Murdoch__ I mean unpopular in this country --

i Percent or' so we picked up from
cent from him to get along with another n ne

i) r; t n
the rA.(K(~if-fled) interes,", But it varied from country 0 cou -

. n of the country and how
upon the financial ebndici° ,try, and it depended

badly they wanted ,to bave us in.
!ncorp'orated, in 19701

to leaveTiJU,
, I one'day I had a

In the first pace"

Heighton:

llickelaon: Well. it goes like tbis.
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call from a man from a publishing house who said, "I want to oomein and

talk to you" -- a man from Prentice Hall and he came in and he said, "I

want you to write a book." I said, "Wheredid you get that idea?" He

said, "Eric Sevareid said. that you'd be the right person to write this

book." I said, "Well, 1'mpretty busy and doing a lot of traveling and

going here and there." He said, "Well, think it over and I'll call you in

a couple of weeks." And I thought it over and by that time it was perfect-

ly obvious to me that this international caper that I was on was easing off

very rapidly, because there just were no more areas to conquer -- no more
,

markets to go into. The film business was getting very complicated. They

were just in the process of buying an instructional educational film company

that was on its own, and there were a
couple of other things

t.I ,r) c-: o,« i>
time Tom.11<$iJ::Hr ~)

I wanted to do

cameback, I
entirely apart from this, so the next

k d I'll be
said, "All right, let's sit downand talk business on the boo an

prepared to take some time off and go ahead and put it together."
So we

talked business on it and he came
up with an adyance whichwas reasonable

In the meantimeI
and.would have financed three or four months of service.

1 ,. ng for somebodyto
had a friend at the Markle Foundation who'd been 00~1

d i from time to time on
comein and sit in his office and give him a v ce

So by going to the Markle Founda-
broadcast businesses, broadcast questions.

a
nd a telephone and a dictating

tion and having an office and a secretary be right to split with
rnahin the book the time seemed to
c e and an advance on

th something completely different -- -which I
e life we'd been living and do in by June 30th and I think I c1e-

did, and I promised to have the first draft

livered the first draft by June 30th.
•
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Heighton: That was THEELECTRICMIRROR.

Mickelson: Yeah.

Heighton: But Prentice Hall didn't publish that •.. I ' I). " "" .,'- . '>"'" ".,,7VfI)

Tom~ (sp1)
Mickelson: Prentice Hall didn't because in the meantime

left Prentice Hall and went to another bpu lisher, but they were not inter-

ested in taking this property over, so I went to the next ed:l!torand the

next edit0l afcPre~~is:e Hall and I was dissatisfied with the editors And
. ///?CO",,6 .

finally, ikh:acill (sp.n who had becomeChief Editor at Dodd,Meadcalled

and said, \ "Well , look, why don't you comeon downhere to Dodd,Meadwith

it and why don't we take it here?" So I said, "I'll bring it to Dodd,Mead."

So Dodd, Mead got it finally.

Heighton:
What would you say is the primary focus of THEELECTRICMIRROR?

Mickelson: Well, you know, that's a sad question.
I can't tell yoUwhat-

the primary focus is because again the editor really wrote the first outline

of it. He gave me an outline that he wanted me to follow, and I'm afraid

that in the process __ I deviated somewhatfrom his outline but followed tOO

closely, and as a result I never really focused it on myown. But I'm rath-'

er dissatisfied with it from that point of view. The focus was supposed to

be very generally on all the aspects of what influence has television had on

the political process in the United States. And I suppose that's the focus,

but I'd like a narrower one, and I never really got to that narrower one

which I should have.

Heighton: What was the
the bo

ok Whenit was first published?
response to

Mickelson: Well, I think Dodd, Meadhad fairly high hopes for it and it got
a f Books I guess primarily
very negative review from ~ New.York Review~ ,

because it wasn't critical enough of everythin~ in the whol~ process. As a -
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consequence I think Dodd, Mead got cold feet and didn't promote it nearly

as muchas they would have otherwise. Andwhereas as it picked up SOm

fairly good reviews as it went along, they never did promote it very hard

themselves; you had to find it in the bookstorz.s . I' guess this is the

rcomplaint every author has about his publisber but... (Heighton laughs)

Heighton: Perhaps because you had been President of CBSNewsthey consid-

ered you a spokesman for the establishment?

Mickelson: I guess so. Then they looked for critical elements in the book

/- ,( l)u"7/,h G,
that I wasn't ~, ,t. (H (maftled) •••

Heighton: Oh, expose.

Mickelson: Expose. Yeah, yeah. And there were no exposes.

!leighton: After you finished the book you joined Encyclopaedia Britannica.

Mickelson: Well, while I was working on it I had in the meantimegOtC
en

in -

volved originally with the Ford Foundation and then outside the Ford Founda-

~ion in setting up an international organization which is nowcalled the

I That was the International
nstitute for International communications.

Broadcast Institute. In the process I'd been pestering

Foundation, and I'd knownhim for

Senator Benton for

several years and he
moneyfrom the Benton

1 And finally he called meone day
ived fairly close to us in Connecticut.

" Andincidentally I "ent
and he said, "Come on down and have lunch with me.

ld £ Towers-- and "hen he
up to his room _ this beautiful suite in the Wa or

d '£ twO(laughS) apparently
called for lunch he called for only one, ins tea 0

to comeout to
Said, "I want you

Well, anywayhe
£ -,'0 things, th·e illter-

take charge 0 "W
I want you to

f any product we have to
n ti ' d 1 conversion 0
a onal aspect of the company an a so

forgetting I was there.

Chicago and work for me.


